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Conventional colloidal quantum dots (QDs) suffer from rapid energy losses by nonradiative (Auger) pro-
cesses, leading to sub-ns lifetimes in all excited states but the lowest-energy single exciton. Suppression of
interband Auger decay, such as biexciton Auger recombination, has been achieved with the design of het-
erostructured core/shell QDs. Auger-like processes are also believed to be responsible for rapid intraband hot-
electron cooling in QDs. However, the simultaneous effect of shell growth on interband Auger recombination
and intraband hot-electron cooling has not been addressed. Here we investigate how the growth of a CdS shell
affects these two relaxation processes in CdSe/CdS core–shell QDs. Using a combination of ultra-fast pump-
push-probe spectroscopy on the QD ensemble and analysis of the photon statistics from single QDs, we find
that Auger losses in the biexciton state are suppressed with increasing shell thickness, while hot-electron cooling
remains unaffected. Calculations conducted within an eight-band k · p model confirm the experimental depen-
dence of the biexciton Auger decay on the shell thickness, and provide insights into the factors determining the
cooling rate of hot carriers.

INTRODUCTION

Nonradiative Auger processes, in which one charge car-
rier relaxes through energy transfer to another, are undesired
for many applications of luminescent colloidal quantum dots
(QDs). For example, under strong optical or electrical exci-
tation QDs can become (intermittently) charged, after which
Auger recombination quenches the luminescence [1–3]. The
result can be a lower ensemble- and time-averaged light emis-
sion in QD LEDs [4] or spectral conversion layers [5], and
dark periods in the emission from a single QD used as biolabel
[6]. Auger decay of the doubly excited state of QDs (i.e. the
biexciton state or X2) results in reduced gain in QD lasers [7–
9]. Furthermore, an Auger-like process has been proposed to
be responsible for rapid sub-ps hot-electron intraband cooling,
during which the hot-electron energy is tranfered to the hole by
Coulomb interaction [10, 11]. Such fast hot-electron cooling
complicates the use of QDs for exciting new technologies such
as intraband infrared photodetection [12] and hot-electron so-
lar cells [13].

Although quantitative prediction of Auger recombination
rates is a difficult task, the qualitative picture is that the fast
Auger rates in nanocrystal QDs are due to (1) strong electron-
hole wave function overlap, (2) enhancement of electron–hole
Coulomb interactions by spatial and dielectric confinement
[14], and (3) high and abrupt barriers in the carrier confine-
ment potentials that result in effective breaking of the momen-
tum conservation rule [15]. Progress has been made to sup-
press Auger processes in colloidal QDs, with the synthesis of
heterostructures [16, 17]. Auger decay rates of charged exci-
tons and biexcitons can be reduced by more than factor 100
[18–20] by growing a shell into which one of the charge car-
riers delocalizes while the other remains confined in the QD

core, or by the (intentional) formation of a compositional gra-
dient at the core–shell interface producing soft confining po-
tential. The interfacial alloying approach was also shown to
suppress the Auger rate in quantum well LEDs [21]. Also
QDs with a type-II structure, where the lowest-energy electron
and hole states are spatially separated, show slow Auger de-
cay of biexcitons [22]. In parallel, suppression of hot-electron
cooling has been reported, by spatially separating electron and
hole [23, 24]. In engineered type-II quantum dots, reduced
electron–hole coupling was proposed to lead to an inhibition of
hot-electron Auger cooling, after which coupling to vibrations
of surface ligands was the next fastest cooling pathway [24].
Using this concept, slow cooling rates of 1 ns−1 [24] were re-
ported, more than three orders of magnitude slower than the
>1 ps−1 in conventional QDs [11, 25–27].

Despite the experimental successes to suppress the non-
radiative (Auger) decay of charged excitons, biexcitons, and
hot-carrier states, the underlying physics is not fully under-
stood. For example, while the ensemble averaged Auger re-
combination rates show clear monotonic trends with QD diam-
eter [28, 29], surprisingly wide variations of the Auger rate are
observed in nominally identical individual QDs [30–33]. In-
deed, the Auger rate was theoretically predicted to be strongly
dependent on the exact geometry of individual QDs [34, 35].
Moreover, while fast hot-electron cooling is often explained in
terms of electron–hole Auger coupling, this assignment is not
unambiguous and the cooling pathways in QDs are still under
investigation [36]. The intraband phonon-assisted Auger-like
cooling of electrons is expected to be inhibited with decreasing
QD size due to decreasing availability of energy-conserving
transitions. However, an opposite trend was observed in exper-
iments [25, 26]. Moreover, intraband hole relaxation, which
is the concluding step of Auger-like electron cooling, showed
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striking independence on the QD size [37], thereby suggest-
ing additional efficient energy-conserving relaxation pathways
acting alongside Auger-like cooling.

Here we compare, experimentally and theoretically, how the
growth of a CdS shell on 3.8 nm CdSe QDs affects the rates of
biexciton Auger recombination and 1Pe-1Se hot-electron cool-
ing (Fig. 1). Using a combination of transient absorption (TA)
and single-QD photoluminescence measurements we find that
Auger decay of the biexciton (X2; Fig. 1a) state in QDs with
a thick 18 monolayer shell is suppressed by more than an or-
der of magnitude compared to QDs with a thin 1–2 monolayer
shell. Similar suppression of X2 Auger recombination in thick
shell QDs follows from theoretical calculations using an eight-
band k · p model, if we take into account the size distribution
of the QD ensemble. On the same batches of QDs we per-
form ultrafast pump-push-probe experiments to investigate hot
electron cooling (Fig. 1b) [10]. While X2 Auger recombina-
tion is suppressed by the growth of a CdS shell, the cooling
of hot electrons is unaffected. This finding is at odds with
the standard model of hot-electron cooling by Auger coupling
with the hole, because in this model the cooling rate would
be reduced for increasing shell thickness as the hot 1Pe elec-
tron delocalizes. We suggest that the effect of delocalization
could be compensated by a second counteracting effect, and
discuss which effects may be involved. Furthermore, the low
density of hole states in the valence band obtained from cal-
culations suggests that rapid carrier cooling in QDs with small
cores cannot be explained in terms of the simple picture of
electron–hole Auger coupling alone. Such coupling must be
strongly phonon-assisted or even be complemented with alter-
native cooling pathways.

SLOW-DOWN OF BIEXCITON AUGER DECAY

We examine three batches of CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs.
They all have the same CdSe cores with a diameter of 3.8
nm, but with a different number of CdS layers grown with the
SILAR method (see Methods). There are two batches of thin-
shell QDs, with 1 monolayer of CdS and a total diameter of 4.8
(± 0.5) nm, and with 2 monolayers and a total diameter of 6.0
(± 0.5) nm. A batch of thick-shell QDs has 18 monolayers of
CdS, and slightly anisotropic shape of 24 (± 2) nm by 16 (±
2) nm. Representative transmission electron microscope im-
ages, ensemble emission spectra and photoluminescence de-
cay curves are shown in the Supplementary Figure S1.

Figure 2 shows the TA signal in the infrared (IR; recorded at
1700 cm−1 = 0.21 eV) of the three QD batches, upon pumping
at 400 nm. Pump absorption creates conduction band electrons
and valence band holes, resulting in an induced intraband ab-
sorption band in the IR. The probe energy of 0.21 eV corre-
sponds roughly to the single-particle 1Se → 1Pe transition in
the conduction band [39] (see also Supplementary Fig. S1).
This transition has much larger absorption cross-section than
any intraband transition in the valence band from the 1S3/2

ground state of the hole [40]. Hence, the magnitude of the TA

signal reflects the concentration of excited electrons in the 1Se
state. At low excitation fluences (blue and green in Fig. 2) the
TA decays slowly, with fitted time constants of longer than a
nanosecond for all three QD batches (Fig. 2a,b,c). This slow
component is due to radiative decay of single excitons, i.e. re-
laxation of conduction band electrons by radiative recombina-
tion with valence band holes.

At higher excitation fluences (yellow, orange and red in
Fig. 2) there is a significant probability that within a single
laser pulse a QD absorbs two photons, resulting in biexciton
(X2) or higher multi-exciton states. These decay much more
quickly than the single exciton state, because (1) radiative de-
cay of multi-exciton states is faster than single-exciton de-
cay [38] and (2) they can additionally decay via non-radiative
Auger recombination. The fast component in the TA signal of
thin-shell QDs (Figs. 2a,b) at high fluences (yellow, orange,
red) is due to these fast processes. We fit triple-exponential
functions to the data (see figure caption for details), and ob-
tain the X2 lifetimes. We find a X2 lifetime of 90 ps for the
1-monolayer batch (Fig. 2a) and 96 ps for the 2-monolayers
batch (Fig. 2b). Subtracting the estimated radiative decay rates
of the X2 state (see Supplementary Figure S1), we obtain X2

Auger lifetimes of 92 ps and 98 ps, respectively. These are
slightly longer than typical biexciton Auger lifetimes of 30–
40 ps of bare CdSe QDs with the size of our cores (1.9 nm
radius) [41, 42].

In sharp contrast to the thin-shell QDs, the measurements on
the thick-shell QDs at high excitation fluences (yellow and red
in Fig. 2c) do not show a fast component. We see nevertheless
that the decay becomes faster. This indicates that the creation
of biexcitons does occur, but that X2 Auger recombination in
these QDs is slower than the 500 ps time scale of our TA exper-
iments. A single-exponential function yields a good fit to the
data even at the highest excitation fluence of 100 µJ cm−2 (red
in Fig. 2c), yielding a time constant of longer than 1 ns. The
slow-down of X2 Auger recombination with the growth of a
CdS shell (from <100 ps to >1 ns) is consistent with previous
investigations [18]. From an estimate of the radiative decay
rates of X2 (see Supplementary Figure S1) the obtained X2

lifetimes correspond to an average quantum efficiency of the
X2 → X transition of 2% for the thin-shell QDs, and > 28%
for the thick-shell QDs.

To confirm the observed suppression of Auger recombina-
tion and quantify the slow X2 Auger decay rate in single thick-
shell QDs, we performed time-correlated single photon count-
ing (TCSPC) experiments on single QDs. Figures 3a,b present
the two-photon correlation function g(2) of the emission from
(a) a single thin-shell QD (2 monolayers), and (b) a single
thick-shell QD (18 monolayers). At low excitation fluences
the zero-delay peak in such plots is proportional to the quan-
tum yield ratio between the X2 → X and the X→ 0 transitions
[43] (where 0 denotes the ground state of the QD). Fast X2

Auger recombination in the thin-shell QD leads to a X2 quan-
tum yield of nearly zero (see above). Indeed, there is no zero-
delay peak visible over the noise in the g(2)-plot (Fig. 3a). The
thick-shell QD, on the other hand, shows a pronounced zero-
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biexciton Auger decaya hot electron coolingb

FIG. 1. (a) Biexciton Auger decay is dominated by the ‘positive trion pathway’ [29, 38], in which the recombination energy of one electron-
hole pair is transferred to the remaining hole (straight arrows). The excited hole can relax back to the top of valence band by phonon emission
(wavy arrow). (b) Hot electron Auger cooling is the relaxation of an electron to the bottom of the conduction band through energy transfer to
a valence band hole (straight arrows). Subsequently, the hole rapidly cools down to the top of the valence band by emission of phonons (wavy
arrow).
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FIG. 2. (a) Induced transient mid-IR absorption at the 1Se → Pe transition (1700 cm−1) in thin-shell QDs with 1 monolayer of CdS, at fluences
of the 400 nm pump of 5 (blue), 10 (green), 20 (yellow), 50 (orange), and 100 (red) µJ cm−2. (b) Transient absorption in thin-shell QDs with
2 monolayers of CdS, at pump fluences of 2.5 (blue), 9 (green), 25 (yellow), 50 (orange), and 100 (red) µJ cm−2. (c) Transient absorption in
thick-shell QD (18 monolayers), at pump fluences of 6 (blue), 12 (green), 40 (yellow), and 100 (red) µJ cm−2. For the thin-shell QDs (panels a
and b) the dashed lines are single-exponential fits to the data points between 200 and 500 ps of the lowest-fluence measurement (blue symbols),
yielding (a) τ1 = 1.4 ns, and (b) and τ1 = 3.8 ns. The fixed value of τ1 and two additional time constants are used in tri-exponential fits to the
full curves (solid lines). We interpret the faster time constants of (a) τ2 = 90 ± 12 ns (average ± standard deviation over fits to the different
excitation fluences) and τ3 = 20± 5 ns, and (b) τ2 = 96± 9 ns and τ3 = 7± 2 ns as due to decay of biexcitons (τ2) and multi-excitons (τ3).
We fit the data of the thick-shell QDs (c) to single-exponentials, yielding time constants between 11 ns (blue) and 1 ns (red).

delay peak (Fig. 3b). From its amplitude, and assuming that
X (see Supplementary Figure S2) has a near-unity quantum
yield, we estimate that the X2 quantum yield in this particular
QD is 34%.

It is possible to directly quantify the X2 lifetime from a
TCSPC experiment. To this end, one must construct the two-
photon correlation function g(2) of the emission from a single
QD after first rejecting all photon counts that come within a
blind period of variable length ∆ after the laser pulse [44, 45].
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 3c. Laser pulses are given at
regular time intervals (green bars), while from time to time
an emitted photon is detected (red bars) on either detector.
Sometimes a laser pulse is followed by two photon detection
events, one on both detectors (highlighted in blue). These

events are due to X2 cascade emission. Since the first step
of the X2 cascade is fast (typically within a ns), by applying
a short blind period ∆ after the laser pulses (gray shaded ar-
eas) one rejects coincidence counts from X2 cascade emission
more strongly than random coincidences from consecutive X
emissions. Consequently, the integrated area of the zero-delay
peak in the g(2)-plot decreases more strongly with increasing
blind time than those of the side peaks.

Fig. 3d shows the two-photon correlation functions g(2) (of
the same single QD as examined in Fig. 3b) constructed after
applying different blind times ∆ of 0 ns (red), 5 ns (yellow), 10
ns (green), and 20 ns (blue). As expected, the area of the zero-
delay peak decreases more rapidly with increasing blind time
than for the side peaks. In Fig. 3e we plot how the peaks decay
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FIG. 3. (a,b) The two-photon correlation function g(2) of the emission from (a) a single thin-shell QD (2 monolayers), and (b) a single thick-
shell QD (18 monolayers). From the relative peak area of the zero-delay peak [43] we estimate X2 quantum efficiencies of near 0% in (a) and
34% in (b). (c) Schematic of the signals recorded during a time-correlated single photon counting experiment. Laser pulses (green bars) come
at regular intervals. The two detectors, both aligned on the same single QD, sometimes detect a photon (red bars). Two consecutive photon
detection events after a single laser pulse must originate from a biexciton cascade (highlighted in blue). For our analysis we discard detection
events within a short variable blind time ∆ (gray shaded area) after the laser pulse. (d) The g(2)-plot of a single thick-shell QD constructed
with blind times of ∆ = 0 ns (red), 5 ns (yellow), 10 ns (green), and 20 ns (blue). Solid lines are fits to a regular array of exponentially
decaying peaks. (e) The peak area of the zero-delay peak (blue) and the side peaks (orange) as a function of blind time ∆. The zero-delay
peak area decays exponentially with a time constant equal to X2 lifetime, for which we fit τX2 = 1.7 ns.

with increasing ∆. The decay of the side peaks (orange data
points) contains a fast contribution from X2 emission, while
the slow component should decay with a time constant equal
to half the X lifetime (see the Supplementary Information for
a derivation). The orange solid line is a fit from which we
extract an X lifetime of 14.1 ns, consistent with the 16.3 ns
obtained from the PL decay curve of this QD (see SI Fig. S2).
The zero-delay peak (blue data points) is mostly due to X2

cascades. It decays with the X2 lifetime, for which we fit 1.7
ns (solid line). From this analysis and the X lifetime of 16.3
ns, we estimate an Auger lifetime of 2.8 ns. In other single
QDs from this batch we consistently find X2 Auger lifetimes
of the order of a ns: 1.4± 0.6 ns over 11 QDs.

The above results clearly reveal the trend that in CdSe/CdS
core/shell QDs the X2 Auger rate slows down with the growth
of a CdS shell. The X2 Auger rate in the thick-shell sample
is slower than in the thin-shell samples by a factor 15, and
slower than in core-only QDs by a factor 30–40 [41, 42]. In
Fig. 4 we compare this suppression of the Auger recombina-
tion observed in experiment with calculations of the X2 Auger

rate performed using an 8-band k · p model (see Methods). In
the calculations, as in the experiment, we consider CdSe/CdS
QDs with fixed core diameter of 3.8 nm and variable shell
thickness between 0 and 18 monolayers. We assume that after
the Auger recombination event, the excited charge carrier (ei-
ther an electron or a hole) resides in the continuous spectrum
above the outer barrier of the QD. CdSe/CdS heteronanocrys-
tals have a type-I 12 band alignment [46] with holes strongly
confined to the core region. The magnitude of the (small) con-
duction band offset at the CdSe/CdS interface is however not
well established [18]. Values in the range between 0 and 300
meV are typically reported [47–49], and in our calculations we
consider the offset energy as a variable parameter within that
range. The rest of the material parameters used in the calcula-
tions are from Refs. 50 (CdSe) and 51 (CdS).

Figure 4 shows the calculated X2 Auger rates as a func-
tion of shell thickness in individual QDs (blue curves), and
averaged over a QD ensemble with 10% size dispersion (red
curves) for three conduction band offsets ∆Ecb = 0, 100, 200
meV. The experimental data for thin- and thick-shell QDs stud-
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FIG. 4. Calculated (lines) and experimental (symbols) X2 Auger decay rates as a function of shell thickness in CdSe/CdS core–shell QDs
with 3.8 nm core diameter, for a conduction band offset of (a) ∆Ecb = 0, (b) ∆Ecb = 100 meV, or (c) ∆Ecb = 200 meV. The blue and
red lines are the calculated Auger rates in individual QDs and averaged over a QD ensemble with 10% size distribution (in the size of both
core and shell, uncorrelated), respectively. The green circles are the experimental data for QDs investigated in this work, having 1-, 2-, and
18-monolayer shells (with Auger lifetimes of τA = 92 ps, 98 ps, and 1.4 ns, respectively). The bars on the data point for the 18-monolayer
QDs depict the full variation of Auger lifetimes measured on 11 different single QD. The yellow square represents a comparable QD sample
having 2.0 nm core radius, 5.0 nm shell thickness, and τA = 0.75 ns from Ref. 19.

ied here are shown by green symbols. The yellow symbol
represents a QD sample of intermediate shell thickness from
Ref. 19. The calculations are in reasonable agreement with
the experiment, both in terms of the absolute values of the X2

Auger recombination rates, and on the overall trend of decreas-
ing rate with increasing shell thickness. One can see in Fig. 4
that this trend is more pronounced for smaller ∆Ecb. This is
because with decreasing conduction band offset the electron
can delocalize more strongly into the shell, thereby reducing
the electron-hole overlap and Coulomb interaction. The best
agreement between calculation and experiment is obtained if
we assume that ∆Ecb = 0. Further, the Auger rate in indi-
vidual QDs decreases with increasing shell thickness in a non-
monotonic way, with oscillations of approximately an order of
magnitude wide. These oscillations explain why the X2 Auger
rate measured on single QDs from one batch with slight varia-
tions in geometry varies widely (in our case, using the method
of Fig. 3, between 0.5 ns and 2.8 ns; depicted in Fig. 4) [30–
33]. However, the oscillations average out in ensemble-based
experiments (Fig. 2), as depicted by the red line in Fig. 4. In
the calculation of the ensemble-averaged Auger rate (red line
in Fig. 4), uncorrelated size dispersions of 10% in both core
size and shell thickness were assumed. The blue line depicts
the calculations for a specific core diameter of 3.8 nm only.

It should be noted that the agreement between experiment
and model in Fig. 4 can possibly be improved. Currently, the
model assumes an abrupt CdSe/CdS interface between the core
and the shell of the QDs. It has been demonstrated that Auger
rates are affected if the interface is ”smoothened” by alloying
[18–20]. In our samples of core–shell QDs unintentional al-
loying might occur because the shell in grown layer-by-layer
over a duration of hours at high temperature [52]. The extent of
smoothening of the interface could be introduced in the model
as an unknown parameter. However, since there is already a
reasonable consistency between the experiment and the model
with an abrupt interface, we conclude that in the current ex-
periment interfacial alloying does not have a pronounced ef-

fect. Therefore, the main mechanism responsible for the re-
duced Auger rates with increasing shell thickness is a reduc-
tion of the spatial overlap between ground state electron and
hole wavefunctions, and loss of high-momentum components
in the delocalized electron wavefunction. Another point on
which our model could be fine-tuned, is the dielectric screen-
ing. We have currently used the dielectric constant of the bulk
material to describe the dielectric screening of the Coulomb
interaction in QDs of all sizes. In small QDs, however, dielec-
tric screening can be reduced compared to the bulk material
[53]. In Supplementary Figure S3 we show the effect of intro-
ducing the reduced dielectric screening as an input parameter.
In the case of thick shells, the model of the Auger recombi-
nation can be also improved by taking into account the weak
adiabatic Coulomb potential imposed on the electron by the
strongly confined hole [49, 54].

HOT ELECTRON COOLING IN THE CONDUCTION BAND

Next, we use ultrafast pump-push-probe experiments [40,
56] to determine the rate of hot electron cooling in QDs with
different shell thickness. The experimental method is illus-
trated in Figure 5a. A pump pulse of 400 nm (= 3.1 eV; blue
arrow in Fig. 5a) creates excited electrons in the conduction
band. A probe pulse records the induced absorption at the
intra-conduction band 1Se → 1Pe transition at 1700 cm−1 (=
0.21 eV; dashed red arrow in Figs. 5a). What makes our pump-
push-probe experiment different from normal pump-probe, is
that a third push pulse of 1850 cm−1 (= 0.22 eV; red arrow
in Fig. 5a) can excite an electron from the lowest-energy 1Se
level in the conduction band, to the higher lying 1Pe level. This
push leads to a partial bleach of the 1Se → 1Pe absorption in-
duced by the first pump pulse and measured by the probe pulse.
The evolution of the transient absorption signal is schemati-
cally depicted in Figure 5b, with the timing of the pump and
the push pulse indicated. We are particularly interested in the
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recovery of the bleach signal (highlighted in green in Fig. 5b),
as it reveals the rate at which hot 1Pe electrons cool down (la-
beled C in Fig. 5a) to the 1Se level.

Figures 5c,d,e show the recovery of the 1Se → 1Pe absorp-
tion as hot electrons cool down after the push pulse, for the
three QD batches. These plots are a zoom-in of the total tran-
sient absorption trace on the region highlighted in green in
the schematic graph of Fig. 5b. For all batches the absorp-
tion returns to the value of before the push pulse on a sub-ps
timescale, evidencing fast and efficient cooling of generated
1Pe electrons back to the 1Se level. We fit the recovery of the
absorption signal to single-exponential decay convoluted with
a Gaussian instrument response function of 70 fs, and obtain
fitted hot electron lifetimes of 800 fs for the thin-shell QDs
with 1 monolayer shell (Fig. 5c), 736 fs for the thin-shell QDs
with 2 monolayers shell (Fig. 5d), and 510 fs for the thick-shell
QDs (18 monolayers; Fig. 5e). These values are consistent
with previously reported values for core-only QDs: 220 fs de-
termined from two-photon photoemission spectroscopy [27],
900–1200 fs from pump-push-probe experiments [23], or 100–
600 fs from TA experiments in the visible [26]. The results of
Figure 5 demonstrate that the growth of a CdS shell does not
suppress hot electron cooling in CdSe QDs. Interestingly, we
also see that the presence of additional charge carriers does
not affect hot-electron cooling. The red data points in Fig. 5c
depict the cooling in the biexciton regime (i.e. at high pump
fluence), which is roughly equally fast as in the single-exciton
regime (blue data points).

Fast sub-ps hot electron cooling has been proposed to be an
Auger process, where the hot electron transfers the relaxation
energy to a valence band hole [10, 23, 26]. This Auger-type
cooling is necessary because of the so-called phonon bottle
neck in colloidal QDs: ‘normal’ cooling through the emission
of phonons is not possible because there are no phonon modes
of sufficiently high energy to bridge the separation between
the conduction band levels [10]. Instead, rapid hot-electron
cooling is enabled by Auger coupling with valence band holes,
which is especially efficient because of spatial confinement of
electrons and holes. In fact, electrons and holes are so tightly
co-localized in colloidal QDs that in the smallest QDs the rate
of Auger-type cooling can exceed the rate of cooling by emis-
sion of phonons in the corresponding bulk material [26]. Us-
ing time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy, Hendry et al. [11]
have found evidence that in CdSe QDs there is indeed energy
transfer from the hot electron to the hole. Pandey and Guyot-
Sionnest [24] rendered Auger-type cooling impossible by spa-
tially separating electron and hole in type-II QDs with surface
hole traps. In these specially designed QDs the electron cool-
ing was reported to be as slow as a ns, and in this regime to
be dominated by coupling to vibrations of the organic surface
ligands. The equal cooling rates in the single-exciton and biex-
citon regimes (Fig. 5c) are consistent with Auger cooling if we
consider statistical scaling: the biexciton state provides twice
as many hole acceptors (2 rather than 1), but twice as few final
states for the hot electron (1 rather than 2).

DISCUSSION

Table I summarizes the values found for the X2 Auger life-
times and the cooling rates in thin-shell and thick-shell QDs.
Although hot-electron cooling is often attributed to an Auger-
like process, in our experiments it is not affected by the growth
of a CdS shell in the same way as X2 Auger recombination. In-
tuitively one would expect that also hot-electron Auger cool-
ing were suppressed by shell growth. Indeed, the hot 1Pe state
in the conduction band strongly delocalizes in the CdS shell
(Fig. 6a), so that the Coulomb interaction with the hole as well
as the overlap with the final 1Se electron state would reduce.
This simple picture of hot-electron Auger coupling is not fully
consistent with the experiment (Fig. 5). An important differ-
ence between X2 Auger recombination and hot-electron Auger
cooling is that in the former case the hole is excited to basically
a continuum of states, while it is excited to one of the discrete
quantum confined states in the latter case.

Fig. 6b presents the calculated energy level structure of the
quantum confined hole states as a function of shell thickness
in CdSe/CdS core–shell QDs with a 3.8 nm diameter core, and
conduction band offset of 200 meV. Since holes in this type-I 12
structure are tightly confined to the CdSe core, the hole energy
levels can be calculated assuming strong confinement for all
shell thicknesses. The energy levels involved in 1Pe-1Se hot-
electron cooling are depicted as solid lines in Fig. 6b, the rest
as dotted lines. Of the valence band transitions, only those
from the 1S3/2 hole ground state to excited states with P sym-
metry can couple to the 1Pe-1Se transition in the conduction
band. We see that the energy levels of the hole are nearly inde-
pendent of the shell, because the hole remains tightly confined
in the CdSe core for all shell thicknesses. Importantly, we
see that the energy level structure in the valence band contains
large gaps of >80 meV (≈ 3 longitudinal optical phonons of
CdSe or CdS). For instance, there is a surprisingly large gap of
almost 100 meV between the first (1P3/2) and second (1P5/2)
excited hole states, and more gaps at higher energy.

In Fig. 6c we plot the theoretical energies for the intra-
band transitions involved in hot-electron Auger cooling as a
function of shell thickness. The energy of the electron tran-
sition 1Pe →1Se are shown in blue, while these of the simul-
taneous hole transitions 1S3/2 → nPj (j = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2)
are shown in red. For the electron transition in CdSe/CdS
core–shell QDs the strong-confinement approximation holds
only for thin-shell QDs, whereas for thick shells the adiabatic
Coulomb potential produced by the strongly confined hole be-
comes important [54]. We therefore calculate the 1Pe →1Se
transition energy within the strong-confinement approxima-
tion for thin shells up to 3 nm (blue solid line), and includ-
ing the adiabatic Coulomb potential generated by the hole
for thick shells (> 5 nm). The intersections of the curves
for electron (blue) and hole (red) in Fig. 6c indicate energy-
conserving Auger cooling transitions. One can see that the
electron 1Pe-1Se transition is exactly resonant with one of the
hole transitions in the valence band only for a few very spe-
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FIG. 5. (a) In a pump-push-probe experiment an electron is excited to the conduction with a pump pulse of 400 nm (blue arrow). After
relaxation to the 1Se level a short push pulse of 1850 cm−1 (red arrow) excites it to the 1Pe level. The electron relaxes by first cooling down to
the 1Se level (labeled C), and then (radiative) recombination with the valence band hole (labeled R). A probe pulse at 1700 cm−1 records the
absorption at the 1Se → 1Pe transition, which is induced by the pump but bleached by the probe. (b) Schematic of the absorption transient at
the 1Se → 1Pe transition (1700 cm−1) in reaction to the pump pulse (blue arrow) inducing absorption and the push pulse (red arrow) partially
bleaching it. The recovery of the signals reveals the rates of cooling (C) and recombination (R). (c,d,e) The differential transmission transient
due to 1Se → 1Pe excitation by the push pulse and subsequent electron cooling for (c) thin-shell QDs with 1 monolayer shell, (d) thin-shell
QDs with 2 monolayers shell, and (e) thick-shell QDs. Note that the plot is inverted compared to the cartoon in b. In (d) and (e) the pump
fluence was 20 µJ cm−2 and the pump-push delay 200 ps, so that at the moment of the push only single excitons exist. In panel (c) the
pump-push delay is 40 ps, and the experiment was done at two pump fluences of 5 µJ cm−2 (blue; only single excitons) and 200 µJ cm−2

(red; also biexcitons). Solid lines are single-exponential fits, yielding in panel (c) 800 fs (blue; low fluence) and 859 fs (red; high fluence), in
panel (d) 736 fs, and in panel (e) 510 fs.

CdS shell thickness (# monolayers) X2 Auger lifetime inverse cooling rate
1 92 ps 800 fs
2 98 ps 736 fs
18 1.4± 0.6 ns 510 fs

TABLE I. Summary of the values found for the X2 Auger lifetimes and the cooling rates in CdSe/CdS core–shell QDs. The X2 Auger lifetimes
of the thin-shell samples (1 and 2 monolayers) are fitted from transient absorption curves (Fig. 2), of the thick-shell sample (18 monolayers)
from single-QD spectroscopy (Fig. 3). The cooling rates are fitted from the recovery of IR absorption in pump-push-probe experiments (Fig. 5).

cific shell sizes. Clearly, since sub-ps cooling times have been
measured for many different QD geometries (see Fig. 5 and
Refs. [11, 25–27]), there must be a mechanism to compensate
for the energy mismatch in the energy transfer from the excited
1Pe electron to the ground state 1S3/2 hole. Furthermore, the
presence of large energy gaps in the valence band implies that
while the model of Auger cooling can explain the absence of
a phonon bottleneck for the electron, it would still be there for
the hole.

Even if we assume strong homogeneous broadening of the
excited hole states in the valence band of ~/50 fs = 13 meV,

the large energy gaps in the valence band and large mismatches
between the electron and hole intraband transitions remain.
Since the maximum phonon energy in CdSe is only 26 meV,
multi-phonon processes must be involved to compensate the
energy mismatches [10, 11]. Hence, if hot-electron Auger
cooling is indeed operative in CdSe and CdSe/CdS core/shell
QDs, both steps in the process (i.e. energy transfer to the hole,
and cooling of the hole) are strongly dependent on phonon
assistance. Indeed, atomistic calculations by Kilina et al.
[36] have indicated that multi-phonon processes are important
in hot-carrier cooling. Since the cooling pathways must be
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the strong-confinement approximation. (b) The energy level structure in CdSe/CdS core–shell QDs of hole states in the valence band, for a core
diameter of 3.8 nm and as a function of shell thickness. Levels involved in 1Pe-1Se hot-electron cooling are indicated with solid lines, those
not involved (because of selection rules) with dotted lines. The conduction band offset is set at ∆Ecb = 200 meV. The thickness of the upward
arrows scales logarithmically with the Auger acceptor strength of the hole transition indicated (i.e. the Coulomb matrix element squared for
the 1Pe1S3/2 →1SenPj transition), calculated for a 3 nm thick shell. An increase of 0.5 point in thickness corresponds to a 10× stronger
Auger coupling. (c) The energies of the transitions involved in hot-electron cooling, for a core diameter of 3.8 nm and as a function of shell
thickness. Red lines are the hole transitions. The blue solid line is the 1Pe-1Se energy for ∆Ecb = 200 meV and with the adiabatic Coulomb
potential generated by a ground-state hole, while the blue dotted line represents the 1Pe-1Se energy calculated for the independent-particle
electron states.

strongly phonon assisted, one might wonder if electron–hole
Auger coupling is a dominant step in the relaxation process.
Unfortunately, since in addition to the conduction band off-
set (which sets the 1Pe-1Se transition energy) the strength of
phonon coupling is not precisely known, a quantitative theo-
retical prediction of the cooling pathways and rates is difficult.

If we follow the predominant assumption that hot-electron
cooling is due to (phonon-assisted) Auger coupling with the
hole, the independence of the CdS shell thickness (Fig. 5) can
be qualitatively explained by speculating that there are several
effects which can compensate each other. On the one hand,
with increasing shell thickness the 1P-electron delocalizes in
the CdS shell because core-confinement (due to the conduc-
tion band offset and Coulomb attraction by the hole) is weak
in CdSe/CdS (Fig. 6a). This effect would tend to reduce the
electron–hole Auger coupling with the growth of a CdS shell.
We propose two effects that could counteract this reduction.
Firstly, the 1Pe-1Se energy gap becomes smaller with increas-
ing CdS shell thickness (Fig. 6c). Since energy matching is
needed of the 1Pe →1Se hot-electron transition in the con-
duction band to a transition in the valence band, a reduction
of the 1Pe-1Se energy gap shifts the final hole state required
to lower energy. We calculated the first-order Auger cooling
matrix elements for the 1Pe1S3/2 →1SenPj transitions, and
found that the lower-energy hole transitions are stronger Auger
acceptors than those at higher energy (see arrows in Fig. 6b).
Consequently, the shift of the resonance condition with thicker

shells in favor of the strong low-energy hole transitions could
counteract the effect of electron delocalization. A second po-
tentially compensating effect is that the exciton wavefunction
for thick-shell QDs is more polarized than for thin-shell QDs
because of increased spatial separation of electron and hole
[55]. The coupling strength of the exciton to optical phonons
should therefore increase, thus counteracting the effect of a
smaller electron–hole overlap for phonon-assisted Auger cou-
pling in thick-shell QDs. From our experimental result we can
conclude that, under assumption of the Auger cooling mecha-
nism, the effects of P-electron delocalization are roughly com-
pensated by counteracting effects, leading to a seeming inde-
pendence of the hot-electron cooling rate on shell thickness.

CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have examined the dynamics of biexciton
Auger recombination and hot-electron cooling in CdSe/CdS
core–shell quantum dots having 3.8 nm diameter core with
thin (1–2 monolayers) or thick (18 monolayers) shells. While
Auger recombination of biexcitons is strongly suppressed in
thick-shell quantum dots compared to thin shells, we have
found that the intraband hot-electron cooling is nearly unaf-
fected. We have described the suppression of biexciton Auger
recombination theoretically, attributing it to a decrease of the
electron–hole overlap due to electron delocalization with in-
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creasing shell thickness. Hot-electron cooling is generally be-
lieved to be driven by a mechanism similar to that of Auger
recombination, and would therefore be expected to show a
similar slow-down upon shell growth. To explain our observa-
tion of a nearly constant cooling rate, we propose that, within
the Auger cooling scheme, the slow-down due to electron de-
localization could be compensated by other effects. These
could be due to the increased strength of the lower-energy hole
transitions, which are gradually activated with increasing shell
thickness, or due to enhanced coupling to optical phonons as
the exciton wavefunction polarizes more with increasing shell
thickness. Our calculations have indicated large energy gaps
in the hole energy spectrum, independent of shell thickness (at
least for 3.8 nm core diameter and smaller). This suggests that
(for all but a few specific core–shell geometries) the Auger
coupling of the hot-electron with the valence band hole must
be strongly phonon-assisted, or accompanied by alternative
cooling pathways. Our results contribute to the search for new
methods to control nonradiative processes in colloidal quan-
tum dots. Importantly, elimination of all nonradiative Auger
processes is not always desired for applications. For exam-
ple, for low-theshold lasing biexciton Auger decay should be
inhibited while fast hot-electron cooling is a desired effect to
maintain population inversion. Our work highlights the pos-
sibility of such independent control over different Auger pro-
cesses.

METHODS

Quantum dot synthesis

Chemicals used. Cadmium acetate (Cd(Ac)2, Sigma-
Aldrich, 99%), oleic acid (OA, Sigma-Aldrich, 90%), oc-
tadecene (ODE, Sigma-Aldrich, 90%), octadecyl amine
(ODA, Sigma-Aldrich, 90%) selenium (Strem Chemi-
cals, 99.99%), sulfur (Alfa Aesar, 99%), trioctylphosphine
(TOP, Sigma-Aldrich, 90%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO,
Sigma-Aldrich, 99%), acetone (Merck), hexane (Sigma-
Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%), methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, anhy-
drous, 99.8%), 1-butanol (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%),
toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%).
Precursor preparation. Cadmium precursor I [0.1 M
Cd(OA)2] was prepared by mixing OA (3.68 g), ODE (25.92
g) and Cd(Ac)2 (0.64 g), and heating to 120◦C under vacuum
for 2 h. Cadmium precursor II [0.1 M Cd(OA)2] was pre-
pared by dissolving Cd(Ac)2 (1.10 g) in OA (10.83 g) and
ODE (43.20 mL), and heating to 120◦C under vacuum for 2
h. Selenium precursor was prepared by dissolving elemental
selenium (4.25 g) in TOP (22.5 g) at 50◦C, followed by the
addition of ODE (35.7 g). Sulfur precursor solution (0.1 M)
was prepared by dissolving sulfur (0.032 g) in ODE (10 mL)
at 180◦C.
Synthesis of CdSe QD seeds. CdSe QD seeds were synthe-
sized in a 50 mL three-neck flask using a Schlenk-line. TOPO
(1.11 g), ODA (3.20 g) and Cd precursor I (4.9 g) were mixed,

and heated to 295◦C. Se precursor (5.2 g) was then injected.
The mixture was cooled down after 10 min. The particles
were diluted by adding 1 equivalent of hexane. The QDs were
washed by adding 2 equivalents of methanol, collecting the
upper hexane layer (colored), and then precipitating the QDs
with 1 equivalent of acetone. Finally, the QDs were dissolved
in toluene.
Growth of a CdS shell. The CdSe seeds (10−7 M of QDs with
3.8 nm diameter in toluene), ODE (5.0 g) and ODA (1.5 g)
were mixed and heated to 150◦C for 1 h to remove all toluene.
The reaction temperature was then increased to 240◦C. The
shell was grown layer-by-layer under N2 by injecting a precur-
sor solution (sufficient to form the next shell on all QDs) every
30 min, alternating cation and anion precursors. The reaction
solution was kept at 240◦C for 1 h, then allowed to cool down
to room temperature, and diluted with 1 equivalent of hexane.
The QDs were washed by adding 2 equivalents of methanol,
collecting the upper hexane layer (colored), and then precipi-
tating the QDs with 1 equivalent of acetone. Finally, the QDs
were dissolved in toluene.

Pump-push-probe transient absorption

A film of QDs is deposited on an IR-transparent CaF2 sub-
strate from a concentrated solution in toluene, and dried.
For ultrafast experiments [58], the output of a regenerative
1 kHz Ti:Sapphire amplifier system (Coherent, Legend Elite
Duo, 800 nm, 40 fs pulse duration, 7 mJ per pulse) was split
into three parts. One part was frequency doubled in a BBO
crystal to generate 400-nm 50-fs visible pump pulses. The sec-
ond part was used to generate mid-IR push pulses by pumping
a commercial parametric amplifier with a difference frequency
generation (DFG) stage (HE TOPAS, 80 fs, 0.22 eV photons).
The rest was used to pump a 3-stage home-built optical para-
metric amplifier followed by a DFG stage to provide indepen-
dently tunable 70 fs IR (0.21 eV) probe and reference pulses.
Slight detuning of push and probe frequencies was done to
minimize background of scattered push light in the detection
path.
All beams were focused on the sample using a 20 cm concave
parabolic mirror. The time delays of pump and probe were
controlled using mechanical delay stages. In the pump-probe
measurement a 500 Hz mechanical modulator was set in the
pump beam path and for pump-push-probe measurements the
modulator was moved to the push beam path. All beams had
the same (p) polarization. The probe and reference IR beams
passed through the sample and were spectrally dispersed and
detected by a nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride de-
tector array. The measurements were performed under N2 flow
to avoid water vapor absorption of IR light and sample degra-
dation.
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Single-QD spectroscopy

For single-QD measurements the QDs were spin-coated on
a glass cover slip from a dilute dispersion in toluene, and cov-
ered with a layer of PMMA. They were excited with 10 ps,
10 MHz, 532 nm laser pulses through an 100× oil immersion
objective with NA 1.4. From the absorption cross-section of
the QDs (σabs ≈ 10−15 cm2 at 532 nm [59]) we estimate that
the laser power of 200 nW focused to a diffraction-limited spot
correspond to the generation of 〈N〉 ≈ 0.1 excitons per laser
pulse.

Theoretical model

The calculations of the biexciton Auger recombination rate
in CdSe/CdS core–shell QDs were performed within an 8-
band k·p model using a scheme similar to the one described
in Ref. 35 where core-only CdSe QDs were addressed. The
modification in the model presented here is the addition of
a CdS shell layer, which produces QDs having two hetero-
interfaces: one between the CdSe core and the CdS shell, and
another between the CdS shell and the environment. The wave
functions of the electrons and holes are written in the form
Ψ = (Ψc,Ψv), where Ψc is the two-component conduction
band spinor envelope function, and Ψv = (Ψx,Ψy,Ψz) is the
valence band spinor envelope vector [60]. The procedure of
finding the wave functions is the same as in Ref. 35, except
for the finite potential barriers for holes assumed here, and the
modified boundary conditions. In finding the electron wave
functions of both ground and excited states, the boundary con-
ditions imposed at each of the interfaces are those given in
Eq. (3) in Ref. 35 with the matrix T̂ set to unity and λ = 0.

For ground state (bound) hole wave functions, the boundary
conditions at the core-shell interface are the continuity of each
row of the follow vector:

τ ·Ψv
τ ×Ψv(

Ep

Ec − E
+ β` − βh

)
(∇ ·Ψv) + βh

∂

∂r
(τ ·Ψv)

βh
∂

∂r
(τ ×Ψv)

 (1)

where τ is the radial unit vector, Ep = 2m0P
2 with m0 the

free electron mass and P the Kane parameter, Ec is the con-
duction band edge energy, E is the energy of the hole state,
β` = γ1 + 4γ and βh = γ1 − 2γ, where γ, γ1 are modi-
fied Luttinger parameters. To describe the excited (unbound)
hole states, we assume the flat-band approximation in which
βh = 0. This simplifies the excited hole boundary conditions
at the core-shell interface, which reduce to the continuity of: τ ·Ψv( Ep

Ec − E
+ β`

)
(∇ ·Ψv)

 (2)

Outside the QD, the hole, just like the electron, is described
by a free-particle two-component spinor wave function. It
then follows that the boundary conditions for the ground state
hole at the shell–environment interface are the equality of
the first and third rows in Eq. (1) here with the right-hand-
side of Eq. (3) in Ref. 35, with an additional condition of
(τ × Ψv) = 0 at this interface. The boundary conditions
for the excited holes at the shell–environment interface are the
equality of Eq. (2) here with the right-hand-side of Eq. (3) in
Ref. [35]. Once the electron and hole wave functions and en-
ergies are found, the calculation of the Coulomb integrals that
enter the matrix elements of Auger recombination and Auger
cooling is the same as in Ref. [35].
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